Work Experiences:
Delivering a cloud based web solution that
provides users with timely, accurate and
consistent information about work
placements and other programmes.

“I have no hesitation in recommending Work Experiences as a partner to
address any school or college with a work experience management
requirement."
Chitinder Tahli CEO Work N Learn

Work Experiences
Supporting Digital Transformation
The challenge
With growing business expectation and the need
for a flexible, uncomplicated, software solution to
manage expansion, Work N Learn needed a
comprehensive work placement management tool
to drive its new service for main stream and
alternative provision.

The solution
Through our proven development processes and
agile approach Work Experiences have worked
alongside Work N Learn to enhance its complex
service delivery by providing uncomplicated digital
software solutions to support a fast paced delivery
model. By tailoring our flexible solution to suit we
were able to support Work N Learn in developing a
cost effective system solution that fully met their
current requirements and allowed room for
sustainable system development and delivery.

“The support from Work Experiences,
has been exceptional - It has been a
pleasure to work alongside an amazing
company”.
Chitinder Tahli CEO Work N Learn

Work Experiences Case Study

Background
Work N Learn are a provider of tailor made
educational programmes supporting students in
School and Further Education. With this expanding
alternative education provision Work N Learn needed
a comprehensive software solution to manage it’s
expansion and growing business requirements.

What did we do?

Working in close collaboration with Work N Learn,
Work Experiences designed a software

management solution to enhance their delivery to

Work N Learn wanted a reliable software solution to
meet its complex business need.

their clients. The new model incorporated the

On recommendation Work N Learn appointed Work
Experiences as their software provider. Expertise was
required to support and enhance the service and
demonstrate to Work N Learn how combined
expertise and proven digital processes could support
and enhance it’s delivery to meet the complexity of
the service levels it is delivering.

educational standards and to support the Work N

How did we do it?
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

Collaborative working to identify quick-wins and
improve service quality.
Speedy development of a software solution to
meet growing business need.
Enhanced connectivity to securely and
efficiently manage data.
Implemented bespoke processes particularly
focussed on information management.
Reviewed and improved reporting detail and
implemented bespoke reports suite.
Delivered formal staff training, embedding 2 way
skills and knowledge transfer.

About Work Experiences…
Work Experiences are a division of Executives
on the Web Ltd, which provides online executive
recruitment solutions. Work Experiences are
working with education and training providers, to
put in place better, smarter and faster ways of
managing work placements.
We will help reduce costs, improve services and
help organisations become more sustainable,
making the management of work experience
smarter and better for all. For more information
or to speak to us about how we can help you,
please contact:
Adrian Humphreys Divisional Director.
Adrian.humphreys@workexperiences.co.uk
www.workexperiences.co.uk

application of proven solution processes to meet

Learn team delivering tangible and measurable
service improvement for all.

Outcomes
•

•
•

•

Provided cloud based solution to enable 24hr
access underpinned by a variety of cloud
based and off line forms to support business
efficiency.
Developed a visual display facility along with
the ability to search a number of complex
records quickly.
Comprehensive student and administrative
management system.
All data is secured in SSL safely stored, giving
the business the ability to cope with large
amounts of complex data with data back up in
operation locally and externally.

“Having worked with competing
CMS in other vocations and
areas, we feel that this is by far
the most effective and user
friendly to date.”
Chitinder Tahli CEO Work N Learn

